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camera.!!He!was!vulnerable,!contradictory!and!it!appeared,!emotionally!available.!Annie!and!I!could!not!help!but!laugh!after!he!finished!it!with!"...!do!you!have!any!questions?"!! I!asked!Arvind!if!his!life!were!a!movie,!what!would!it!be!about?!Before!the!interview,!he!had!said!there!were!some!things!about!the!family!his!father!did!not!want!him!talking!about.!I!told!him!that!it!was!up!to!him!and!that!I!would!not!press!him!to!talk!about!uncomfortable!topics.!Ten!minutes!into!his!interview,!Arvind!decided!to!tell!us!the!story!anyways,!smiling!glibly:!"When!I!was!two!years!old,!my!mother!tried!to!kill!me.!She's!mentally!insane,!or!something.!My!dad!hasn't!told!me!the!whole!story.!It!makes!me!wonder,!did!something!worse!happen?!I!don't!know,!it's!a!mystery.!I!kind!of!like!it."!! It's!hard!not!to!become!interested!someone's!story!when!it's!delivered!in!such!an!emotionally!incongruent!way.!My!mother!tried!to!kill!me.!But!I'm!telling!you!like!I'm!talking!about!my!favorite!subjects!in!high!school.!This!was!where!my!interest!lay,!in!the!contradictory!way!that!he!presented!his!story.!How!much!of!this!experience!did!he!truly!understand?!How!did!he!feel!about!his!mother,!whom!he!had!never!even!met?!What!had!happened!that!night?!What!was!the!whole!story!that!Arvind!wasn't!privy!to?!! As!this!point!in!the!interview,!I!diverted!attention!away!from!this!story.!It!felt!like!the!tip!of!the!iceberg!that!could!get!more!detailed!later,!but!I!was!curious!to!learn!more.!I!also!did!not!want!to!get!too!far!into!it!if!later!his!father!got!angry!that!Arvind!had!mentioned!this.!
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!OCTOBER!2012!! I!made!an!appointment!with!Arvind!to!start!interviewing!him!a!few!days!before!the!court!case.!!I!wanted!to!experiment!with!meeting!with!Arvind!with!just!a!microphone!and!no!camera.!Would!that!make!interviews!more!authentic?!Would!he!feel!more!real!and!reflective!if!he!weren’t!staring!into!a!camera?!In!retrospect,!I!would!never!do!this!again.!You!are!forced!to!only!use!this!footage!as!VO!and!as!I!learned!in!the!post@production!process,!voice!over!can!be!over!used!and!often!you're!just!giving!too!much!information!for!the!viewer!to!absorb.!People!need!a!second!for!their!brain!to!rest!and!take!it!all!in.!!! I!wanted!to!utilize!some!of!my!experience!as!a!radio!producer!in!the!process!of!making!this!film.!I've!realized!that!subjects!have!a!more!natural!way!of!speaking!and!are!less!self@conscious!when!there!isn't!a!camera,!but!with!a!microphone,!people!seem!to!speak!more!freely.!This!is!largely!because!they!can!see!the!interviewers!eyes!and!aren't!distracted!by!a!lens.!!! On!October!24,!I!sat!with!Arvind!on!his!living!room!couch!and!asked!him!questions!about!his!life!and!his!past.!I!wanted!to!get!him!thinking!about!what!he!might!write!for!his!script.!What!stories!from!his!past!could!he!draw!on?!How!did!he!put!the!events!in!his!life!together!in!thought!and!in!words,!and!what!meanings!about!himself!did!he!glean!from!these!stories?! !
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some!days!when!shooters!were!not!available,!I!was!still!searching!for!crew!to!help!organize!the!opening!night:!sound!recorders,!ushers,!coordinators.!It!was!a!mind@boggling!thing!to!attempt!all!month,!and!it!was!perhaps!the!most!thrilling!month!of!my!graduate!career.! !! New!things!popped!up!once!real!people!inhabited!the!roles.!Arvind!had!cast!a!Jewish!woman!from!Brooklyn!as!his!mother,!!two!Jewish!young!men!for!himself!and!his!brother,!respectively,!and!a!gay!man!in!the!role!of!his!father,!!Michael.!The!first!version!of!his!script!had!characters!with!names!that!were!not!Americanized!and!felt!like!his!attempt!to!keep!the!Indian!cultural!heritage!as!part!of!the!story.!Hetal!was!the!name!for!the!mother!character,!and!the!two!sons!were!named!Amit!and!Nikil.!But!once!Addie!was!cast,!the!character!of!the!mother's!last!name!changed!from!Harloway!to!Hoffmann!(deemed!more!Jewish)!and!her!first!name!went!from!Hetal!to!Susan.!Once!Arvind!understood!he!had!a!mostly!Jewish!main!cast,!he!turned!to!his!assistant!director,!Lara,!and!said!"Oh!my!god,!my!family!is!Jewish!"!! The!second!significant!thing!that!happened!was!when!Addie!asked!Arvind!who!called!the!ambulance!the!night!Susan!poisoned!her!children.!In!the!play,!a!character!named!John!Pierce!alerts!the!father!that!there!were!ambulances!outside!the!house.!But!Addie!was!confused!with!the!logistics!of!the!events,!because!it!was!not!clear!how!the!ambulances!knew!to!arrive!and!safe!the!lives!of!the!two!young!boys!that!Susan!had!poisoned.!Arvind!had!not!thought!of!this!detail,!and!suggested!that!neighbors!heard!the!children!screaming.!"Thank!goodness"!said!Addie,!unclear!if!she!was!thankful!that!the!fictional!children!or!the!real!children!they!were!based!on!
! 40! !
were!saved!by!an!observant!neighbor.!!Addie,!doing!research!for!her!character,!reminded!him!that!it!was!very!important!to!know!this!detail!as!it!effected!her!understanding!of!her!characters!motivations.!Had!her!character!called!911,!what!is!the!implication?!She!was!clearly!responsible!for!attempting!to!kill!them,!but!was!she!also!responsible!for!saving!their!lives?!How!would!this!change!how!Addie!portrayed!her?!Arvind!then!suggested!that!there!was!a!possibility!that!Susan!(or!his!mother)!had!called!911!herself!which!puts!these!motivations!into!question.!!It!was!curious!to!me!that!Arvind!did!not!remember!this!point,!because!the!mother!was!very!explicit!about!this!in!court.!From!her!testimony!in!court!(which!I!had!transcribed):!! "In!the!middle!of!the!night!I!saw!both!the!children!sleeping!on!the!bed!in!the!bedroom.!!I!passed!out!near!the!door.!I!was!scared!so!I!called!Michael.!But!Michael!did!not!respond.!So!I!called!911."!!! A!few!days!later,!Arvind!remembers!this!question!and!finds!his!father!to!ask!him!and!Michael!tells!him!that!his!mother!had!called!911.!Michael!suggests!that!she!called!911!because!she!was!due!to!bring!the!children!to!school!in!the!morning!and!she!figured!she!wasn't!dead!yet!and!she'd!be!in!trouble!anyways,!so!she!might!as!well!call!911.!!!! The!next!day,!Arvind!tells!Addie!and!Ezra,!the!actor!playing!his!character,!Nick,!what!his!dad!said.!Addie!had!already!done!research!and!found!this!out!online,!much!to!the!surprise!of!Arvind.!"But!this!means!that!the!mother!had!second!thoughts"!Ezra!surmised.!Addie!negated!that!idea,!and!said!that!it!wasn't!brought!up!in!court!as!a!way!to!suggest!she!was!remorseful.!And!the!issue!is!dropped.!!
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Cast!of!Characters!!!!!!Susan!Harloway:!!! ! A!woman,!a!mother,!late!40's,!with!a!dark!past.!!Charlie!Bard:!!!!!!!!!! ! Susan's!lawyer,!60+,!unintelligent.!!!Judge!Henderson:!!! ! A!judge,!60+,!good!intentioned!alcoholic!!Janet!Anderson:!!!!!! ! Michael!and!Emmett's!lawyer,!mid!30s,!helps!them!through!!! ! ! ! the!trial.!!Emmett!Harloway:!!!!!!! Nick's!older!brother,!applied!for!protection!order,!!! ! ! ! student.!!Michael!Harloway:!!!!!! Father!of!Emmett!and!Nick,!has!a!hatred!towards!Susan.!!Nick!Harloway:!!!!! ! Doesn't!want!to!see!Susan,!teenager,!angsty.!!Officer,!Carlos:!!!!!!! !!! Law!enforcer,!any!age,!supervisor.!!Annette!Haryana:!!! ! Susan's!mother,!very!old,!hates!Michael.!!Jenny!Petal:!!!!! ! Susan's!friend,!late!30s,!avid!church!goer,!three!children.!!!Bartender:!!!! ! ! A!female!bartender,!early!20s,!works!at!a!bar!Judge!!! ! ! ! Henderson!goes!to!often.!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!
!
This!play!is!written!with!flashbacks,!and!two!sets!of!the!boys.!Nick!and!Emmett!when!
they!are!children!and!when!they!are!teenagers.!The!flashback!can!be!portrayed!in!
anyway!different!from!the!normal!scene!change.!!
INTRO:!!![The!scene!opens!with!a!woman!wearing!pajamas,!looking!at!a!computer!screen,!the!
printer!makes!a!printing!noise,!
She!grabs!the!picture!that!was!on!the!printer!and!pins!it!on!her!board.!A!phone!rings.]!!Susan:!Hello?!!
[You!hear!murmur!on!the!other!side!of!the!line]!!Susan:!Are!you!sure?!Maybe!you!heard!wrong.!They!couldn't!have!said!that,!I'm!their!mother!!!
[Murmur!continues!on!the!other!line]!!
[The!woman!gets!angry!and!hangs!up.!At!this!point!she's!bawling,!she!throws!
everything!off!of!her!desk]!!Susan:!THIS!ISN'T!FAIR!!!!I!shouldn't!have!agreed!to!go!to!court!in!the!first!place.!!
[The!woman!walks!to!her!bed,!and!curls!up!in!a!ball!under!the!covers.!The!scene!fades!
out]!!
SCENE!1:!!
The!same!woman!is!dressed!in!a!tweed!skirt!and!tweed!blouse,!this!is!the!past,!the!set!
moves!into!a!court!room!and!the!woman!sits.!One!boy!is!in!the!jury!seats!with!two!men,!
one!presumably!his!father,!the!other!a!witness.!!
[The!judge!walks!in]!!!Judge:!Please!rise.!!![The!two!sides!rise,!and!then!sit]!!!I!understand!this!is!the!protective!order!case?!!
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[There!is!a!young!man!and!a!woman,!Janet!Anderson,!on!the!opposite!side!of!the!
woman]!!Anderson:!Yes!sir.!!Judge:!Are!all!the!witnesses!here?!!
[Every!witness!stand!up]!!Judge:!Please!hold!up!your!right!hand.!Repeat!after!me;!Do!you!solemnly!swear!\or!affirm\!that!the!testimony!you!are!about!to!give!in!the!case!pending!before!this!court!will!be!the!truth,!the!whole!truth!and!nothing!but!the!truth,!so!help!you!God?!!!
[The!witnesses!repeat!it!except!for!the!respondents!witnesses,!as!they!don't!speak!much!
English.]!!Judge:!Now!all!the!witnesses!need!to!leave!the!courtroom!until!called.!!
[Only!the!applicant’s!witnesses!get!up!to!leave.]!!Judge:!Mr.!Bard,!please!tell!your!witnesses!to!leave!the!courtroom.!!
[Mr.!Bard,!the!woman's!lawyer,!gets!up!with!his!client!to!tell!them!to!leave!the!room]!!Judge:!Okay.!From!what!I!understand,!Susan!Harloway!wants!the!ability!to!contact!her!two!sons,!Emmett!and!Nick!Harloway.!The!appellant!can!start!with!your!case!and!first!witness.!!Anderson:!Nick!and!Emmett!Harloway!grew!up!without!a!mother,!after!being!traumatized!by!their!own!blood.!!Mr.!Bard:!Your!honor!this!is!irrelevant!!Judge:!Mr.!Bard,!I!think!this!is!incredibly!relevant!as!to!her!mother!getting!in!contact!with!her!sons.!!
[Mr.!Bard!hushes!down,!an!angry!look!from!Susan,!the!woman,!to!her!ignorant!lawyer]!!Anderson:!As!I!was!saying,!these!two!deeply!traumatized!boys!grew!up!with!out!a!mother,!because!of!her!actions,!and!they!decide!to!keep!it!that!way.!With!out!a!mother.!Your!honor,!I!would!like!to!call!Keith!Mapes!to!the!stand.!!Judge:!Please!go!get!him.!!
[Anderson!leaves!to!side!stage,!entering!again!with!one!of!the!men!previously!in!the!
jury!box.!He!sits!at!the!stand.]!
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!Anderson:!Mr.!Mapes,!can!you!please!tell!us!what!you!know!about!the!Harloway!case?!!Mr.!Mapes:!Well!I!was!Mr.!Harloway’s!lawyer!in!2000,!when!the!custody!case!was!ongoing.!During!that!time!they!had!supervised!visits!with!their!mother!because!of!her!"depressed/suicidal"!diagnosis!by!Dr.!Renard.!The!supervisor,!Carlos!Rodriguez,!told!the!court!that!supervision!was!unneeded,!because!Susan!was!completely!sane.!A!few!days!later,!she!committed!the!crime.!!Anderson:!What!did!you!think!of!all!this?!!Mr.!Bard:!Your!honor,!this!is!irrelevant!!Judge:!Ms.!Anderson,!please!stay!on!the!matter.!!Anderson:!Very!well,!your!honor.!Mr.!Mapes,!did!you!ever!witness!anything!Susan!did!to!make!you!think!she!was!depressed!or!suicidal?!!Mr.!Mapes:!I!never!witnessed!anything!of!the!sort,!but!I!have!seen!her!treat!her!sons!badly,!back!in!2000.!!
SCENE!2:!!![The!set!changes!to!a!house,!and!two!kids!sitting!at!a!table!with!the!woman!!when!someone!knocks!on!the!door]!!Mr.!Mapes:!Hello!Ma'am,!are!you!Susan!Harloway?!!Susan:!Yes,!I!am.!Can!I!help!you?!!Mapes:![hands!her!a!manilla!folder]!I'm!your!husband's!divorce!attorney!i'm!sure!he's!informed!you,!has!he!not?!!Susan:!He..!has..!!Mapes:!Please!sign!these!papers,!there!is!a!court!date!inside!in!which!you!need!to!bring!the!papers!signed,!and!your!case.!!
[The!older!son!comes!to!the!door]!!Boy:!Mommy,!can!I!have!a!popsicle?!!Susan:!Not!right!now.!Please!go!inside!now.!!Boy:!But!mommy!!![pouts]!
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!Susan:!INSIDE.!NOW,!Or!I!will!take!away!your!toys!!!!
[She!pushes!him!inside]!!Mapes:!Alright,!well!I'm!done!here.!!Susan:!Wait.!Tell!him!husband!that!he!will!never!see!my!children!if!he!does!this.!!Mapes:!Yes!ma'am.!!
[Mapes!walks!off!stage,!Susan!stands!in!the!doorway,!watching!him!leave.!As!he!gets!
off!stage,!she!slams!the!door.]!!
SCENE!3:!!
[The!house!set!changes!back!to!a!courtroom]!!Mr.!Mapes:!And!I’ve!also!heard!from!my!colleagues!about!her!behavior!toward!the!children.!!Mr.!Bard:!Hearsay!!Your!honor,!that’s!hearsay!!!!Judge:!Please!answer!the!question!and!the!question!only,!Mr.!Mapes.!Anything!else?!!Anderson:!No!your!honor.!!Judge:!Its!about!lunch!time,!lets!have!a!45!minute!break!and!then!we’ll!be!back.!Resuming!at!12:50.!
!
[The!people!in!the!courtroom!clear!out!except!Susan!and!Michael!Harloway,!the!
parents!of!the!two!boys]!!Michael:!Why!don’t!you!understand,!Susan?!They!don’t!want!to!be!in!contact!with!you,!they!want!to!be!left!alone.!You!made!them!want!that,!not!me.!!!Susan:!You!brainwashed!my!children!!They!used!to!love!me\!!Michael:!They!were!scared!of!you!!!!Susan:!You!will!never!understand!the!eternal!relationship!between!a!mother!and!child.!At!least!let!me!talk!to!Emmett!!Let!me!tell!him!that!I!miss!him!so..!!Michael:!If!he!wants!to!talk!to!you,!he!can.!But!it!seems!like!he!doesn’t.!I’m!done!with!this!conversation.!You!can!talk!to!my!lawyer.!!
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[Michael!leaves!stage!left,!Susan!sits!and!puts!her!head!in!her!hands]!!Susan:![in!a!hushed!tone]!Not!loving!your!mother!is!more!evil!than!anything!I’ve!ever!done.!!
[Mr.!Bard!enters]!!Bard:!Susan,!its!lunch!time.!Go!out!with!your!family,!be!here!at\!!Susan:!I!heard!the!judge!!I!don’t!need!you!to!repeat!him.!!
[pause]!!Susan:!I’m!so!sorry..!just!this!stress!is!killing!me.!I!just!want!to!talk!to!my!sons..!!Mr.!Bard:![clears!his!throat]!I!know,!and!you!will!talk!to!them.!In!time,!I!promise.!!Susan:!He’s!brainwashing!them,!Charlie.!They!don’t!love!me!anymore..!!
[The!two!stand!in!silence,!Mr.!Bard!knowing!that!its!true,!but!not!having!the!heart!to!
admit!it]!!
[black!out]!
!
SCENE!4:!!
[Everyone!comes!back!into!the!courtroom,!the!applicant!before!the!respondent,!they!
all!stare!at!each!other!until!the!Judge!walks!in]!!Officer:!Please!rise.![The!people!of!the!courtroom!rise,!and!then!sit]!!Judge:!Does!the!respondent!have!a!witness!to!call?!!Mr.!Bard:!Yes,!your!honor,!we!do.!I!would!like!to!call!Annette!Haryana,!the!mother!of!the!respondent.!!
[a!frail!old!Indian!lady!walks!to!the!witness!stand,!on!her!way!she!looks!at!the!boy!in!
the!jury]!!Annette:![whispering]!Nick..!!Judge:!What?!!
[there!is!no!response!from!the!old!lady,!she!sits!down!in!the!witness!and!puts!her!cane!
beside!her]!!Mr.!Bard:!Ms.!Haryana,!being!the!mother!of!Susan,!how!would!you!describe!her?!!!!
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Annette:![In!a!hushed,!frail!voice]!Oh,!my!daughter!is!the!sweetest,!most!loving!girl!I’ve!ever!known!!!Anderson:!This!is!irrelevant,!your!honor!!!Judge:!Mr.!Bard!please!stick!to!the!case.!!Mr.!Bard:!Yes,!your!honor.!Ms.!Haryana,!you!lived!with!your!daughter!and!her!family!in!2000,!correct?!!!!Annette:!Yes!sir,!I!was!needed!to!care!for!the!children!because!Michael!was!never!there.!!Judge:!Ms.!Haryana,!please!answer!the!question!and!the!question!only!!
[the!old!woman!looked!puzzled,!not!understanding!the!statement]!!Mr.!Bard:!During!that!time,!were!there!ever!any!moments!when!you!doubted!the!devotion!of!Mr.!Harloway!as!a!father!and!husband?!!!!Anderson:!Your!honor!!This!is!completely!irrelevant!!This!is!a!case!to!determine!whether!or!not!the!victims!should!have!the!right!or!not!to!contact!their!mom!and!vice!versa.!!Judge:!Sustained,!Ms.!Anderson,!lets!see!what!the!woman!has!to!say.!!
[Anderson!sits!in!defeat]!!Annette:!Michael!was!never!around!when!they!lived!in!Boston,!he!would!be!out!on!those!business!trips!or!out!with!friends.!He!left!raising!the!boys!to!my!daughter!and!me.!!Mr.!Bard:!Thank!you!Ms.!Haryana,!that!is!all.!!
[the!old!lady!walks!back!to!the!courtroom!seating]!!Anderson:!I!would!like!to!call!Michael!Harloway!to!the!stand.!Nick!will!you!go!get!him?!!
[The!boy!in!the!jury!box!gets!up!and!leaves,!and!returns!with!a!middle!aged!man,!who!
does!the!oath]!!Anderson:!Mr.!Harloway,!do!you!recall!the!night!in!April,!2000?!!Michael:!Yes,!I!do.!!Anderson:!Please!tell!us!what!you!remember.!!
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Michael:!I!was!getting!ready!for!bed,!the!boys!were!at!their!ex\mother’s!house![he!
emphasizes!ex],!and!I!get!a!call!from!John!Pearce,!my!neighbor,!saying!that!they!saw!ambulances!outside!of!Susan’s!house!on!their!way!home!from!the!airport.!I!run!over!and!see!them.!I!start!yelling!for!my!children,!and!I!get!tackled!by!police.!!Anderson:!And!did!you!see!your!ex!wife!that!night?!!Michael:!Yes,!she!threw!up!on!me.!The!medic!there!told!me!she!drank!something!nasty,!along!with!the!boys.!!Anderson:!And!what!did!the!police!find!in!Susan’s!house?!!Bard:!Objection!!Irrelevant!!!Judge:!Mr.!Bard,!I’m!sure!that!this!is!relevant!to!whether!her!children!want!to!see!her.!Carry!on,!Ms.!Anderson.!!Anderson:!What!did!they!find,!Mr.!Harloway?!!Michael:!They!found!mosquito!poisoning,!which!is!illegal!in!the!state!of!Texas,!and!used!needles!with!traces!of!heroine.!!Anderson:!Tell!me,!Mr.!Harloway,!how!is!a!mother!supposed!to!raise!her!children!when!she’s!trying!to!kill!them!and!shooting!up!in!the!same!night?!!Michael:!I!don’t!think!its!possible!for!a!parent!to!raise!a!child!while!using.!At!all.!!Anderson:!Thank!you,!Mr.!Harloway.!!Mr.!Bard:!If!Anderson!is!done,!I!have!a!few!questions!I’d!like!to!ask.![The!judge!nods]!My!client!tells!me!that!you!are!a!smoker,!is!that!true?!!!!Michael:!I!quit!smoking!in!2005.!!Mr.!Bard:!But!you!smoked!while!raising!the!children,!with!Ms.!Harloway?!!Michael:!Yes,!but!this!has!nothing!to!do!with!the!case!!!Mr.!Bard:!Please,!just!answer!the!question,!Mr.!Harloway.!!Michael:!Yes,!I!used!to!smoke.!!Mr.!Bard:!Ladies!and!Gentlemen!of!this!courtroom,!I!would!like!to!state!in!this!era!of!pureness,!tobacco!is!considered!a!drug.!Just!as!bad!as!any!other!drug.!Raising!a!child!while!smoking!tobacco!is!just!as!bad.!!!
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Anderson:!Bard,!you’ve!got!to!be!kidding!me..!!Mr.!Bard:!There!are!cases!in!family!violence!where!a!father!puts!cigarettes!out!on!their!children’s!arms!!!Michael:!But!I!would!never!do!such!a!thing!!I!quit!smoking!!This!is!completely!irrelevant!to!the!custody!that!they!want,!or!the!lack!thereof,!with!their!mother!!I!am!their!FATHER.!!Judge:!Mr.!Bard,!is!that!your!case?!!Bard:!I’m!not!finished.!You!were!also!a!heavy!drinker!in!2002,!you!got!into!3!car!crashes!that!year,!more!than!you!have!any!other!year!after!your!divorce.!!Michael:!Okay,!and?!!Bard:!Alcohol!is!a!drug!too!!!Judge:!Okay,!I’m!done!with!this.!Anderson,!do!you!have!anything?!!Anderson:!No,!your!honor.!I’m!done.!!
[The!scene!changes!to!a!simple!TV!room,!with!the!two!teenage!boys!playing!
what!looks!like!an!Xbox]!!Nick:!Want!to!play!Xbox?!!Emmett:!Why?!So!you!can!be!a!sore!loser!again?!!Nick:!That!was!ONE!time!!And!you!cheated.!!Emmett:![Laughs]!Alright,!just!don't!cry.!!Nick:!Yes!![Nick!sets!the!console!up]!!Emmett:!You're!going!down,!you!know!that?!!Nick:!Just!because!you're!older!than!me!doesn't!mean!you're!better!at!Call!of!Duty.!!Emmett:!But!I'm!smarter!too.!And!more!in!tune!with!my!senses.!!
[Nick!chuckles,!sarcastically]!!Nick:!Right.!!!
[There's!a!short!pause]!
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!Nick:!Hey,!how's!Natalie?!!Emmett:!She's!good.!!Nick:!Does!she!know!how!the!case!is!going?!!Emmett:!No,!I!was!supposed!to!call!her!earlier!but!she!was!busy.!!Nick:!You!know!you're!lucky.!!Emmett:!Huh?!!Nick:!You!met!the!girl!of!your!dreams!at!17,!look!at!me.!Forever!lonely.!!Emmett:!You're!right.!With!that!attitude!you!ARE!forever!lonely.!!Nick:!Thanks,!just!what!I!wanted!to!here.!!
[Another!pause]!!Nick:!Do!you!think!we'll!win!the!case?!!Emmett:!I'm!sure!Judge!Henderson!isn't!an!idiot.!!Nick:!She!doesn't!even!know!I'm!gay.!!Emmett:!I'm!sure!its!obvious,!you!wore!a!cardigan.!!Nick:!Not!what!I!meant.![Pause]!FUCK!![Nick!throws!his!controller!down,!obviously!
getting!beat!by!his!older!brother]!You!could've!at!least!gone!easy!on!me!!!Emmett:!It!was!your!choice!to!choose!the!shitty!automatic.!!
[there's!a!moment!of!silence]!!Emmett:!She!doesn't!deserve!to!know!you're!gay.![pause]!Nick,!I!have!something!I!want!to!tell!you.!!Nick:!You!don't!want!to!talk!to!her,!do!you?!!Emmett:!No,!not!at!all.!But!when!it!happened,!those!years!ago..!I!know!you!don't!remember!much!but!I!remember!everything.!I!try!not!to,!but!it's!imprinted!in!my!head.!When!she!tried!to!hurt!you,!I!wanted!to!stop!her.!!Nick:!So!why!didn't!you?!
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!Emmett:!She!hit!me.!Really!hard.!To!distract!myself!I!did!something!terrible.!I!pulled!out!my!gameboy!and!payed!no!attention!to!you.!I…!Im!sorry.!!Nick:!You!were!what,!5?![pause]!Round!two?![Nick!picks!up!his!controller]!!Emmett:!Yeah.!!
[The!scene!fades!out!with!sounds!of!animated!guns!firing]!!
SCENE!5:!!Mr.!Bard:!I!would!like!to!call!Susan!Harloway!to!the!stand.!!!
[The!middle!ages!woman!walks!from!the!respondent!seat!to!the!stand,!eyeing!the!boy!
in!the!jury!box,!she!then!does!the!oath!with!the!judge]!!Mr.!Bard:!Ms.!Harloway,!Susan,!if!I!may,!did!your!ex!husband!every!take!you!to!a!psychiatrist?!!Susan:!Yes!sir,!he!did!in!1999.!!Mr.!Bard:!And!what!did!the!psychiatrist!diagnose!you!with?!!Susan:!Depression!and!suicidal!thoughts.!!
[Anderson!ruffles!through!her!notes,!looking!for!something]!!Mr.!Bard:!Why!do!you!think!he!diagnosed!you!with!depression?!!Susan:!Michael!was!leaving!me.!He!told!me!he!was!taking!the!kids!with!him.!I!couldn’t!handle!even!just!the!thought!of!it.!!!Anderson:![Lifting!up!a!sheet!of!paper]!Objection!!I!have!written!proof!from!Dr.!Giesburg!saying!that!she!was!diagnosed!with!Borderline!Personality!Disorder,!NOT!depression.!!Judge:!Please!bring!it!to!my!desk.!!
[The!judge!looks!over!the!paper,!and!turns!red]!!Judge:!I’ll!have!my!secretary!put!this!on!the!record.!Anyways,!go!on!Mr.!Bard.!!Mr.!Bard:!I!have!written!proof!from!the!company!doctor!Mr.!Harloway!made!Susan!see,!and!on!it,!it!says!she!was!heavily!depressed,!with!suicidal!thoughts.!!!
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[He!brings!it!to!the!judge!and!the!judge!also!puts!it!on!the!record]!!Mr.!Bard:!That!is!all.!!Anderson:!I!have!a!few!questions!for!Ms.!Harloway.!!Judge:!Proceed.!!Anderson:!Ms.!Harloway,!were!there!ever!any!instances!where!you!felt!unloved!by!your!children?!!Susan:!Barely!ever!until!my!ex!husband!gained!custody.!!Emmett:!Not!true!!!Judge:![hits!his!gabel]!!Anderson:!And!when!Mr.!Harloway!told!you!that!he’s!taking!you!to!a!doctor,!what!was!your!reaction?!!Susan:!I!just…!I!wanted!my!family.!!!Anderson:!Ms.!Harloway,!please!answer!the!question!!Susan:![loud,!abrupt!and!angrily]!I!was!angry,!okay!!!I!didn’t!want!to!lose!my!whole!family,!I!wasn’t!sick.!I!was!just!hurt,!please!believe!me..!!Anderson:!What!did!you!do!to!get!rid!of!your!anger?!!Susan:![Sobbing]!By!lashing!out..!!Anderson:!I!am!finished,!your!honor.!!Susan:![loudly,!instead!of!leaving]!Emmett,!Nick,!I!love!you,!please!please!forgive!me!for!what!I!did,!I’m!not!sick!anymore!!I!promise!!!
[Two%year%old%Nick%enters,%in%all%white]!!Judge:!Miss!please!step!down.!!Susan:![Angrily,!out!of!control]!No!!I!will!not!leave!here!until!my!children!forgive!me!!!
[EMS%comes%on,%picks%up%Nick%and%takes%him%off%stage%in%a%stretcher]%!!
[the!security!guard!grabs!Susan!and!takes!her!into!another!room]!!Judge:!45!minute!break?!
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[Slow!fade!out]!!!
SCENE!6:!!
[The!scene!starts!out!in!the!courtroom]!!Bard:!I!would!like!to!call!up!Jenny!Petal!to!the!stand.!!
[A!lady!in!the!courtroom!gets!up!and!goes!outside,!quickly!returns!with!Jenny,!who!
once!reaches!the!stand!recites!the!oath]!!Bard:!Ms.!Petal,!what!is!your!relation!to!Susan!Harloway?!!Jenny:!Susan!is!one!of!my!close!friends,!she!goes!to!church!with!me!every!single!Sunday,!sometimes!she!babysits!my!three!children.!!
[There's!a!shock!in!the!crowd]!!Bard:!And!how!old!are!your!children?!!Jenny:!2,!3!and!7.!!Bard:!Did!Susan!ever!show!any!violence!to!your!children?!!Jenny:!Oh!no,!Susan!is!the!sweetest!lady!i've!had!the!pleasure!to!be!friends!with.!I!trust!her!with!my!kids.!!Bard:!How!often!does!Susan!go!to!church?!!Jenny:!Oh!she's!there!every!sunday!!Sometimes!she!even!goes!on!fridays!as!well.!!Bard:!Would!you!say!Susan!is!an!avid!christian?!!Anderson:!Objection!!!Judge:!Sustained.!!Jenny:!Susan!is!maybe!the!most!religious!woman!I!know!besides!Minister!Rita.!!Bard:!Thank!you,!Jenny.!You!can!go!now.!!
[The!scene!goes!back!to!the!house,!the!boys!are!two!and!five,!Susan!]!!Susan:!I!love!you!boys!so!much,!and!your!father!too.!You!know!that!right?!
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!Emmett:!Yes,!mommy,!we!know.!!Susan:!Your!father!doesn’t!know!that.!!Nick:!Mommy,!whats!going!on?!!Susan:!I!don’t!know,!sweetie.!I’m!just!angry!with!your!father.!!
[A!knock!on!the!door,!Susan!goes!to!answer!it]!!Carlos:!Hi,!Susan.!I’m!here!to!pick!up!the!boys.!!Susan:!Did!Michael!send!you?!Tell!him!he!can!have!them!if!he!comes!himself.!!
[She!slams!the!door!and!goes!back!to!her!children]!!Emmett:!Who!was!that?!!Susan:!Nobody,!darling.!Don’t!worry!about!it.!!
[The!boys!play!with!their!toys!until!a!second!knock!is!heard!on!the!door]!!Susan:![Before!opening!the!door]!I!Told!you!!I’m!not\[opens!door]!!Michael:!I!want!my!children!back,!Susan.!I’d!rather!do!this!the!nice!way.!!Susan:!Michael…!I!miss!you.!Please..!take!me!back,!I!wont!be!so!crazy!anymore,!I!promise.!!!Michael:!I’m!here!for!my!children,!and!that’s!it.!!Susan:!They’re!MY!children!too!!!!
[Michael!sighs]!!Susan:!You!cant!have!them!unless!you!take!me!back.!!Michael:!Or!I!can!call!the!police,!and!they’ll!find!your!stash.!!
[Susan!frets,!and!goes!inside,!Michael!follows]!!Susan:!Boys,!your!father!is!here.!!Emmett!and!Nick:![look!up]!DADDY!!!!
[The!boys!run!outside!and!Michael!follows]!
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!Susan:!Michael,!wait..!Please!think!about!taking!me!back.!We!could!have!a!family!again..!!Michael:!I!do!have!a!family.!Me!and!my!sons.!Sorry,!Susan.![he!walks!out!the!door]!!
[Susan!sits!at!the!table,!with!her!head!in!her!hands]!!Susan:![Gets!up!and!goes!to!the!open!front!door]!THEYRE!MY!CHILDREN!TOO!!!!
[slams!door]!!!
SCENE!7:!!
[The!set!changes!back!to!the!courtroom]!!Judge:!Let’s!resume.!Ms.!Anderson,!please!start.!!Anderson:!I!would!like!to!call!Emmett!Harloway!to!the!stand.!!
[The!younger!boy!leaves!the!courtroom!and!returns!with!Emmett,!the!judge!and!
Emmett!do!the!oath]!!Anderson:!Mr.!Harloway,!do!you!recall!the!incident!that!happened!in!2000?!!Emmett:!Yes!ma’am,!I!do.!!Anderson:!Can!you!tell!us!what!you!remember!from!that!day?!!Emmett:!My!younger!brother!and!I..!we!were!at!our!ex!mother's!house!that!day,!when!we!had!first!gotten!there,!there!were!presents!waiting!for!us!to!open,!but!it!wasn’t!Christmas.!Being!kids,!my!brother!and!I!didn’t!realize!that.!I!remember!she!kept!on!giving!Nick!candy,!and!then!a!few!hours!later!he!would!grab!for!another!and!she!would!slap!it!out!of!his!hand.!I!wasn’t!able!to!comprehend!how!weird!everything!was,!how!unusual!she!was!acting.!Then!she!forced!my!brother!to!drink!something,!he!tried!it!and!didn’t!like!it.!When!he!rejected!it,!she!held!him!on!the!floor!and!forced!it!down!his!throat.!The!cries!I!heard!that!night!are!some!I’ll!never!forget,!I!tried!to!scream!for!help!but!she!slapped!me.!I!pulled!out!my!new!gameboy!trying!to!distract!myself.!Then!she!came!to!me.![Emmett!starts!tearing!up]!Sorry,!this!is!when!it!gets!a!little!blurry…!She!came!to!me!and!made!me!drink!it,!but!I!was!able!to!spit!most!of!it!out.!After!she!drank!some!herself.!She!started!acting!really!weird,!like!she!was!drunk.!The!next!thing!I!remember!was!being!in!an!ambulance,!and!seeing!my!dad!get!tackled!to!the!street!by!some!police!men.!!Anderson:!And!how!long!were!you!and!your!brother!in!the!hospital?!!Emmett:!My!brother!was!in!for!2!weeks,!I!was!in!for!5!days.!
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[At!this!point,!the!whole!courtroom!is!quiet,!shaken!by!the!painful!memory]!!Anderson:!And!do!you!remember!the!next!time!you!saw!Susan?!!Emmett:!No!ma’am,!I!don’t!recall.!!Anderson:!Thank!you!Mr.!Harloway.!!Bard:!Your!honor,!I!would!like!to!ask!this!young!man!a!question.!!Judge:!Proceed.!!Bard:!Would!YOU!like!to!speak!with!your!mother?!!Emmett:!You!know!what?!I!get!asked!that!a!lot!and!it!makes!me!think.!Do!I!want!to!speak!with!a!woman!who!corrupted!my!childhood?!Sure,!I!would!give!her!a!chance,!maybe.!But!do!I!want!to!speak!with!a!woman!who!corrupted!my!childhood,!is!clinically!insane,!has!no!judgement!on!what's!right!and!wrong,!ruined!my!relationship!with!my!brother,!and!will!most!likely!try!to!hurt!me!and!him!again?!No,!sir,!I!wouldn't.!!!
[There's!a!long!pause,!and!then!a!single!person!in!the!courtroom!starts!clapping]!!Judge:!After!all!these!witnesses,!if!that’s!what!Mr.!Bard!calls!them,!I!decided!I!am!going!to!have!the!final!hearing!in!the!near!future!where!I!will!decide!if!the!order!gets!passed!or!not.!Case!dismissed.!!
[Black!out]!!
SCENE!8:!!
[The!scene!starts!with!Judge!Henderson!at!a!simple!set!Bar,!only!one!other!person!at!
the!bar!besides!the!young!female!bartender,!who!the!Judge!knows!well.!The!judge!is!
obviously!working!on!this!case,!he!looks!like!he's!having!a!lot!of!trouble!with!it]!!Judge:!This!case!I'm!working!on!is!brutal!![He!is!seen!ruffling!papers]!!Bartender:!Care!to!share?!!
[The!two!exchange!a!look,!the!bartender!already!knows!the!answer!is!no]!!Bartender:!Please?!!Judge:!Not!legally!allowed.!Against!the!law.!Its!not!important!anyways.!!
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Bartender:!I'm!not!legally!allowed!to!reuse!peanuts!but!I!do!it!anyways.!!Judge:![Drops!a!handful!of!peanuts]!Thanks.!Just!this!mother!went!insane!forever!ago!and!wants!to!see!her!children,!but!they!don't!want!to!see!her.!!Bartender:!Well!what'd!she!do?!!Judge:!I!really!can't!tell!you.!!Bartender:!Another?!Its!on!the!house.!!Judge:!I'll!pass,!I!should!really!be!heading!home,!my!wife!is!going!to!kill!me.!!Bartender:!Traffic!is!terrible...!it's!on!the!house!!Your!wife!is!going!to!kill!you!anyways.![She!says!persuasively]!!Judge:!She!tried!to!poison!them.![Lifts!his!glass!to!get!more]!!Bartender:!What?!!Judge:!The!mother,!she!tried!to!poison!them.!!Bartender:!Well!that's!why!they!don't!want!to!see!her!!What's!the!problem!then?!!Judge:!I'm!good!friends!with!the!mother's!lawyer.!He'll!hate!me!for!choosing!the!opposing!side.!The!mother!seems!to!have!changed!as!well.!Its!one!huge!mess!and!mostly!just!a!fight!between!the!mother!and!the!father,!it!seems!like!they!just!want!the!kids!to!get!back!at!each!other,!but!the!father!obviously!has!better!intentions.!!Bartender:!You!have!to!do!what's!right.!Would!you!rather!fuck!a!family!up!for!your!friendship?!!Judge:!You're!right…![There's!a!long!pause,!Judge!writes!down!stuff!into!the!papers]!I!still!don't!know!what!to!do.!!Bartender:!I!guess!imagine!if!you!were!one!of!the!kids,!and!it!was!up!to!some!judge!whether!or!not!your!mother!could!contact!you,!what!would!you!want!him!to!say?!!Judge:!It's!not!based!on!what!the!kids!want.!Its!based!on!whats!the!most!logical!and!lawful.!!Bartender:!So!the!kids!could!potentially!have!no!say!whether!or!not!they!want!to!see!their!psycho!mom?!!Judge:!I!mean,!the!older!one!does!because!he's!18,!but!basically!not.!!
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Bartender:!Ooooh!he's!legal.!Is!he!cute?!!Judge:![Stares!at!her!for!a!moment]!As!I!was!saying,!if!the!father!seems!to!be!a!bad!parent,!she!could!gain!half!custody.!!Bartender:!If!the!FATHER!is!a!bad!parent?!I'm!pretty!sure!it!was!the!mother!who!tried!to!poison!them,!maybe!I!should!cut!you!off.!!Judge:!Agh,!you're!right.!Wait!a!minute…![The!judge!starts!writing!things!down!on!his!
papers,!after!a!few!moments!he!stands!up]!I've!got!it!!!
[Judge!quickly!picks!up!the!papers!and!exits!the!bar]!See!ya!tomorrow!!!Bartender:!Aaaaand!he!doesn't!care!to!share.![cleans!the!bar]!!
[the!set!empties!and!there's!just!a!spotlight!on!Nick]!!Nick:!I!don't!get!it.!After!hating!us!and!herself!back!then,!my!own!mother!wants!to!see!me?!There's!so!much!she!doesn't!know.!So!much!I!don't!know.!Do!I!even!want!to!know?!Should!I!bother!even!going!to!the!courtroom?!This!stress!is!killing!me.![Nick!lights!a!cigarette]!How!do!they!expect!me!to!do!my!schoolwork?!I!can't!even!remember!to!eat!3!times!a!day.!Why!does!this!even!effect!me?!I!didn't!even!know!the!woman.!I!don't!know!the!woman.!All!I!do!know!is!that!she!tried!to!kill!me.!She!was!manipulative.!My!brother!has!felt!guilty!all!this!time!because!of!her.!No,!I!don't!want!to!see!her.!I!have!a!family,!and!she!chose!not!to!be!a!part!of!it.!!!!!
[The!set!changes!to!a!table!and!a!few!chairs,!teenage!Nick!and!Emmett!sit!with!
Michael!and!Anderson]!!Michael:!I!seriously!cant!believe!he!thought!bringing!up!me!smoking!would!help!them!at!all,!that!dirty!scumbag.!!Anderson:!And!trying!to!compare!tobacco!with!heroine?!Ha,!right.!!Nick:!Dad,!do!you!think!Judge!Henderson!will!pass!the!protective!order?!!Michael:!He’d!be!stupid!not!to.!!Emmett:!Why!is!Mr.!Bard!even!a!lawyer?!Its!like!he!wants!us!to!get!murdered.!!Anderson:!What’s!scarier!is!that!he!used!to!be!a!judge.!!!Emmett:!You’re!right,!that!is!scarier.!!Anderson:!He!had!the!highest!rate!of!letting!criminals!go!free.!!
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Michael:!Scum.!Bag.!!Anderson:!The!final!hearing!is!going!to!be!on!November!22nd,!Emmett!do!you!think!you!can!take!off!school!that!day?!Nick?!!Emmett:!Probably,!I!already!have!a!bunch!of!make!up!work,!adding!to!the!pile!wont!hurt.!!Nick:!That’s!one!of!my!hard!days,!so!I!don’t!think!so.!!!Anderson:!Alright,!!it!will!be!at!9am.!Michael,!you!will!absolutely!need!to!be!there.!!Michael:!Oh!I!will,!my!last!chance!to!see!defeat!on!that!bitch’s!face.!!Nick:!Can!we!go!get!food?!I’m!hungry!and!tired!of!this!courthouse.!!Michael:![To!Emmett]!Shall!we?!!!
[Anderson!and!the!family!go!their!separate!ways]!!!
SCENE!9:!
!
[The!set!is!a!courtroom!again]!!Judge:!Today,!the!22nd!of!November,!2012,!I!had!to!come!to!a!hard!decision.!Although!the!mother!seems!sane!enough!to!be!in!contact!with!her!children,!I!decided!to!pass!the!protective!order.!If!that’s!what!the!boys!want,!its!what!they’ll!get.!!Mr.!Bard:!Your!honor,!I!don’t!think!Nick!should!be!on!the!protective!order,!he!didn’t!even!testify!!!Michael:!Mr.!Bard,!he!is!still!a!victim!!Are!you!sure!you're!not!an!idiot?!!Judge:!Settle!down!or!I!will!kick!you!all!out!!The!protective!order!has!been!passed,!and!that’s!that.!On!this!day,!came!to!be!heard!Applicant!and!Respondents!agreed!motion!of!a!Temporary!Ex!Parte!Protective!Order.!The!motion!is!granted!on!this!day.!The!requirements!of!a!bond!are!hereby!waives!pursuant!to!Section,!title!4,!Texas!Family!code.!It!is!hereby!ordered!that!the!Order!granted!on!August!27th,!2012,!is!extended!until!the!21st!day!of!November.!On!the!22nd,!the!lifetime!!protective!order!will!be!in!effect!until!otherwise!granted!by!the!victims.!Case!dismissed.!!
[Everyone!leaves!the!courtroom!except!Mr.!Bard,!Anderson!and!Michael]!!Mr.!Bard:!Ms.!Anderson,!my!client!has!some!books,!bibles,!to!give!to!the!boys.!!
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[He!drops!a!stack!of!things!on!Andersons!desk]!!Michael:!They!don’t!want!them.!!Bard:!Mr.!Harloway,!I!wasn’t!talking!to!you.!!Michael:!Well,!she!is!going!to!ask!me!if!MY!children!would!want!them,!and!I!would!say!no,!so!you!are!talking!to!me.!!Anderson:!It’s!true,!mr.!Bard.!They!wont!want!them,!just!as!they!don’t!want!anything!to!do!with!her.!Now!please,!move!on.!!
[Bard!picks!up!the!books,!and!walks!out]!!Michael:!Thank!you!so!much,!Janet.!I!owe!you.!!Anderson:!I’m!just!glad!that!crazy!bitch!cant!contact!your!boys!!!Michael:![Laughs]!Me!too.!Me!too.!!
[Fade!out]!!
SCENE!10:!!
!
[The!scene!is!back!to!the!intro!house,!Susan!sitting!at!the!table,!in!her!pajamas,!when!
she!hears!a!knock!on!the!door]!!Susan:!Who!is!it?!!Mr.!Bard:!It’s!me,!Charlie.!!
[Susan!answers!the!door]!!Mr.!Bard:!The!protective!order!was!passed,!I!tried!my!best,!Ms.!Harloway.!!Susan:!Whatever.!It’s!your!fault!I!cant!see!them!anyways.!!Mr.!Bard:!Please!don’t!be!like!this.!I!really!did!try!my!best,!this!is!pro\bono!as!well!!!Susan:!Yeah,!well!you’d!probably!do!just!as!bad!if!I!payed!you.!!Mr.!Bard:!I!could’ve!turned!you!down!when!you!asked!me!to!do!this!!!Susan:!As!I!said.!Whatever.!All!I!ever!wanted!was!to!talk!to!them,!to!tell!them!I’m!sorry,!and!because!of!you,!I!can’t.!You!just!had!to!compare!my!addiction!to!smoking.!
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!Mr.!Bard:!Maybe!if!you!had!layed!off!the!heroine,!your!kids!would!want!to!see!you.!They!didn’t!want!these!books!either.!!
[Mr.!Bard!hands!her!the!books!she!tried!to!give!them,!he!pauses,!and!then!proceeds!to!
leave]!!Susan:!Wait,!Charlie.!Thank!you.!!Mr.!Bard:!Its!okay.!!Susan:![Looks!at!the!books,!and!sobs!quietly.!She!drops!the!books!and!then!black!out]!!!
END!!!!!!!
